
E M S C U L P T  F A Q s

WHAT IS THE COST? HOW OFTEN DO I COME?
30-Minute EMSculpt Sessions cost $1,000.

Our special offer/event pricing is buy 3
sessions, get 1 session FREE. 

Research has shown 4 sessions (30-Minutes each)
twice a week for two weeks can reduce fat by 25%

and build muscle by 19%. 
We recomend this for all areas of EMSculpt. 

WHAT DOES MAINTENANCE 
LOOK LIKE?

Maintenance looks however you desire to look. 
Our doctors recommend one  30-Minute

maintenance session each month to reduce
concerns such as chronic pain and inflammation
or to continue to build muscle for physical activity

or appearance.  

DO I HAVE TO COME BACK? 

Contact our clinic staff for maintenance session pricing.

Progress comes with making EMSculpt the
beginning, not the ending. 

You will be the judge of your results in choosing
to return for sessions with the knowledge that
continued sessions will only increase positive

results if you return.   

WHAT RESULTS CAN I EXPECT?
Physically you can expect 19% muscle growth and 25% fat burning in just four 30-

Minute sessions.
Internally, you can experience relief of chronic or inflammatory pain due to the

muscle working technology of the EMSculpt machine. Walking, physical activity,
weight lifting, playing sports, and more are all areas of improvement our patients

have seen rewarding results in. 
Mentally, we have seen patients walk out of our sessions standing taller and feeling

confidence they had lost and finally regained within weeks of treatment. 

DO I HAVE TO WORKOUT/LIVE A HEALTHY LIFESTYLE?
As doctors, we will always recommend this! We have however seen patients refer to the

EMSculpt machine as their "gym replacement".  The opportunity to incorporate a healthy
and active lifestyle only heightens the results attained through EMSculpt treatment, and

in many cases encourges patients to finally make changes they have struggled with in
the past. Synergistic wellness plays a role in EMSculpt and in various part of our lives. Our

team of collaborative holistic medical specialists offer a wide range of services that will aid
in positive physical, internal, and mental results from the inside out.
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